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To Whom It May Concern

Response to the Northern Territory Government's Revenue Discussion Paper

Council appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Northern Territory (NT)
Department of Treasury and Finance Discussion Paper.

Council supports the overall objective to "momtoin o competitive tox environment thot
encouroges investment, creates jobs ond ottrocts business to the Territory, while rotsing
sufficient revenue to contribute to funding government service delivery". Ensuring that
the NT's taxation regime is competitive and sustainable will help continue steady
population growth in Palmerston which in turn will support the continued growth of
the local economy. A sustainable funding model for essential services such as
education, healthcare and public safety will assist in growing and retaining residents
in Palmerston.
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The City of Palmerston supports the response lodged by the Local Government
Association of the Northern Territory (LGANT) on behalf of Northern Territory local
governments, however would like to directly submit further comments on several
issues raised in the discussion paper.

Economic Sustain@bin

The Northern Territory Economy Quick Focts September 2017 provided by the NT
Department of Business states that the two largest contributors to the NT economy
are construction and mining. Not only do these two sectors provide significant
revenue to the Northern Territory Government (NTG) through payroll taxes and
mining royalties ($478 million in '61/7) they also provide employment for a
significant number of NT residents and entice out of region workers to relocate.
Irrespective of where construction and mining activities are occurring, increased
demand for goods and services, including housing, are spread across communities
such as Palmerston. The NTG needs to ensure that the regulatory framework around
approval of mining and construction activities and taxation reform are efficient and
timely to ensure the continued sustainable growth of these sectors, not discourage
investment and reduce competitiveness both domestically and internationally.
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Also, recent development in Palmerston has shown that sustainable economic
growth leads to increased variety in the provision of goods and services, making NT
communities more attractive as lifestyle options for potential residents. Therefore,
the Government needs to seriously consider the consequences of increasing the tax
burden for communities like Palmerston that are reliant on growth in these
industries.



The Department acknowledges on page 7 of the Discussion Paper that the decrease
in GST revenues, forecast to be $2 billion over the forward estimates is due in part
to the decline in the NT's share of national population. The NTG needs to be more
aggressive in investing in promoting the Northern Territory as a place of opportunity
for investment and to live and work, notjust as a tourism destination. Council notes
that the NTG has announced it is reviewing the marketing strategy of the NT and
encourages the government to consider this as part of that work.

By actively working to address the decline in relative population, the NTG can
mitigate the loss in Commonwealth revenue and potentially stamp duty.

Property Taxes

Council has significant concerns about introducing an annual property tax, known as
a "land tax". The proposed land tax would be caculated in the same way as local
government rates (rates) and property owners would view it as additional rates. Even
a tax of 0.1% on the average residental Unimproved Capital Value (UCV) in
Palmerston of $228,212 would result in an additional payment of $228 per year. As
65% of Palmerston ratepayers are on the minimum rate of $1,177, this would result
in a general rates increase of almost 20% (excluding waste management charges) for
almost two thirds of Palmerston property owners. This level of rates increase for no
discernible increase in services is not supported by Council nor does Council believe
that it would be supported by the Palmerston Community.

Council recognises that Stamp Duty is a barrier to home ownership, especially for
first home buyers. Council encourages the NTG to consider alternative models of
stamp duty collection including deferred stamp duty, over 5 or 1.0 Years as an
example. If a land tax was introduced to replace Stamp Duty completely, this would
result in a land tax liability that would effective Iy double the general rates of 65% of
property owners in Palmerston. It would also mean that property owners who had
paid their stamp duty at time of purchase would effective Iy be taxed again over an
indefinite period which would be unjust.

Motor Vehicle Taxes

Council acknowledges that NT motor vehicle registration costs are the lowest in
Australia, however it is important to note than when considering the impact on the
consumer this analysis does not include compulsory insurance payments nor the
costs of compliance with the the compulsory vehicle inspection scheme which does
not occur in every state. If the NTG was to consider changes, Council encourages it
to consider basing additional charges on environmental impacts of the vehicles. This
would have a corrective impact on consumer behaviour by encouraging individuals
and fleet purchasers to consider environmentally friendly vehicles.
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General Comments

Council acknowledges the consultation that has been undertaken in relation to this
discussion paper including public information sessions. Any changes that result from
this discussion paper are likely to have a significant impact on residents, businesses
and property owners, so Council encourages further consultation on proposed
changes prior to implementatio. Once a final decision on reform has been made
Council recommends an extensive information campaign to inform the community
of the impacts changes will have.
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Whilst Council supports a review of revenue options, no review of fiscal policy is
complete without an examination of government expenditure. Council encourages
the Government to also review its approach to expenditure including spending
priorities, service provision, collaboration with other members of the Federation,
opportunities to deliver services and infrastructure in a more cost effective manner
and continuous improvement.

In conclusion Council would like to thank the Department for the opportunity to
comment on this discussion paper and looks forward to further engagement during
this review.

If you would like any further information, please contact Mr Chris Kelly, Director of
Corporate Services on 0889359922 or by email chris. kell almerston. nt. ovau

Yours Sincerely

Luccio Cercarelli

Chief Executive Officer
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